
Rules for Keep Running! – A card game by Michael Fox 
 
Contents:  
 
- 80 action cards (sleeved with blue backs)  
- 8 double sided character cards (sleeved in clear card protectors)  
- 8 six sided dice 
 
Set up: 
 
Give each player a die and one of the character cards which should be placed with the 
“Just Keep Going!” side face up. Deal each player six action cards from the deck and 
put the remaining cards in the middle of the table so all players can reach them – this 
is the draw pile. 
 
How to play: 
 
At the beginning of each round, each player rolls their dice then secretly chooses an 
action card from their hand. Place your card face down in front of you. The selected 
cards are all revealed simultaneously. Your ‘speed’ for this round is worked out by 
adding the number rolled on your dice to any modifier (either +2, +1, No Modifier, -1 
or -2) that is shown on the card just played. This number decides the turn order, 
highest going first, with any ties being broken by the player(s) with the lowest result. 
In the case of these players being tied, they must come to a joint decision. 
 
Beginning with the highest result and working downwards, players then follow the 
instructions on the card they played. At the end of a turn, the player with the lowest 
speed must also discard an extra card of their choice from their hand – the penalty for 
being slow! 
 
The different cards in the deck are as follows: 
 
20x Keep Running! (No effect) 
15x Second Wind (Play and draw one card) 
5x Adrenaline Rush (Play and draw two cards) 
5x Fallen Log (Play and force all opponents to discard one card) 
5x Stolen Energy Drink (Play and steal one card from any opponent) 
10x Stumble and fall (Play and force any one opponent to discard one card) 
10x Untied shoelace (Play and take one card from opponent to your left) 
10x Caught on a Branch (Play and take one card from opponent to your right) 
 
At the end of each round, throw your card into the middle of the table – this will form 
a discard pile. At this point, the player with the lowest speed must also discard an 
extra card of their choice from their hand – the penalty for being slow! Should the 
draw pile run out, shuffle the discards and form a new one. 
 
Note: At any time during the game, a player may choose to flip their character card to 
the “Oh No! It’s Still Coming!” side. They may immediately take two cards from the 
draw pile but will suffer a permanent -1 penalty from that turn onwards to all of their 
die rolls. 



 
Once a player has run out of cards at the end of a round and is unable to collect any 
more, they are eliminated from the game – the bear has caught them! The last player 
with at least one card in their hand has managed to escape the bear and is declared the 
winner. 
 
 
Print and Play version instructions: 
 
Print off all sheets – you'll need two copies of Page 11. Cut all the cards out. It's a 
good idea to sleeve them if you can, and in the case of the double-sided character 
cards, it's best if you use clear ones.  


